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The ServerMonitor Lite 2022 Crack Edition is a useful tool for monitoring and configuring Windows Servers. Monitor the free
disk space on server drives. You can set the warning threshold in absolute size, or percentage of disk space. Includes reports and
auto-configuration. Monitor one or many pages on a web site. Checks for positive cases (text that must be found), negative cases
(alerts if error text found) and if the page has changed at all. Response times are checked and recorded, and reports can be
generated to understand trends. Checks any specified Windows Event Logs (Application, System, Security plus custom event
logs) and executes actions you specify if a source you're interested in adds an event to the log. Tests a connection/device by
periodically testing it with a ping. No response or too great a delay triggers actions. Ping response times are recorded in a
database for reporting and graphing. You can monitor your mail servers (POP3, SMTP & IMAP) and validate that they are
running and accepting incoming connections. Execute your custom written scripts written in the Visual Basic Scripting Edition
language. You can use custom or 3rd party ActiveX controls. The script determines whether to trigger actions using your own
logic. Other features: Simple to Use: ServerMonitor Lite Free is very easy to use. You can use the ServerMonitor Lite Free to
monitor just a few servers at once, or monitor all your servers at once. Deep Configurability: The ServerMonitor Lite Free
comes with a large number of configurable settings, so you can monitor just the servers that concern you. You can monitor for
changes on every page, or only monitor for changed pages. You can monitor every server and you can monitor only the servers
that concern you. You can monitor for errors on every page, for example, or you can monitor specific pages. You can also
define server types or filter results by type. Perform Actions: After you've created a monitor you can perform actions on the
server. You can stop, restart, restart and stop, restart and test connections and so on. You can stop and start multiple servers with
a single command. Receive Alerts: You can automatically trigger actions on the servers you monitor. You can trigger an action
if the server does not respond within a certain period of time, if the server shows a specific error, or if the page has changed.
Perform Your Own Actions: You can also perform

ServerMonitor Lite Activator Download

Monitor Server Lite for Windows. Monitor Server Lite is a good mix of functionality for important servers at a low price.
Popular notification methods are supported so you can find out about the state of your servers if something isn't right. Monitor
the free disk space on server drives. You can set the warning threshold in absolute size, or percentage of disk space. Includes
reports and auto-configuration. Monitor one or many pages on a web site. Checks for positive cases (text that must be found),
negative cases (alerts if error text found) and if the page has changed at all. Response times are checked and recorded, and
reports can be generated to understand trends. Checks any specified Windows Event Logs (Application, System, Security plus
custom event logs) and executes actions you specify if a source you're interested in adds an event to the log. Tests a
connection/device by periodically testing it with a ping. No response or too great a delay triggers actions. Ping response times
are recorded in a database for reporting and graphing. You can monitor your mail servers (POP3, SMTP & IMAP) and validate
that they are running and accepting incoming connections. Execute your custom written scripts written in the Visual Basic
Scripting Edition language. You can use custom or 3rd party ActiveX controls. The script determines whether to trigger actions
using your own logic. Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial Monitor Server Lite is a good mix of functionality for important servers at a
low price. Popular notification methods are supported so you can find out about the state of your servers if something isn't right.
Monitor the free disk space on server drives. You can set the warning threshold in absolute size, or percentage of disk space.
Includes reports and auto-configuration. Monitor one or many pages on a web site. Checks for positive cases (text that must be
found), negative cases (alerts if error text found) and if the page has changed at all. Response times are checked and recorded,
and reports can be generated to understand trends. Checks any specified Windows Event Logs (Application, System, Security
plus custom event logs) and executes actions you specify if a source you're interested in adds an event to the log. Tests a
connection/device by periodically testing it with a ping. No response or too great a delay triggers actions. Ping response times
are recorded in a database for reporting and graphing. 09e8f5149f
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Monitor your server's health using the automatic setup wizard. ServerMonitor Lite is a good mix of functionality for important
servers at a low price. Popular notification methods are supported so you can find out about the state of your servers if
something isn't right. Monitor the free disk space on server drives. You can set the warning threshold in absolute size, or
percentage of disk space. Includes reports and auto-configuration. Monitor one or many pages on a web site. Checks for positive
cases (text that must be found), negative cases (alerts if error text found) and if the page has changed at all. Response times are
checked and recorded, and reports can be generated to understand trends. Checks any specified Windows Event Logs
(Application, System, Security plus custom event logs) and executes actions you specify if a source you're interested in adds an
event to the log. Tests a connection/device by periodically testing it with a ping. No response or too great a delay triggers
actions. Ping response times are recorded in a database for reporting and graphing. You can monitor your mail servers (POP3,
SMTP & IMAP) and validate that they are running and accepting incoming connections. Execute your custom written scripts
written in the Visual Basic Scripting Edition language. You can use custom or 3rd party ActiveX controls. The script determines
whether to trigger actions using your own logic. Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial Monitor Lite: Required programs: * Windows XP
Home Edition or Windows Server 2003 * Service Pack 1 ServerMonitor Lite is $29.95 per year. A free upgrade is available for
current users of Server Monitor. More information: Monitors Disk Space What does it do: * Checks the free space on local and
remote drives. * Threshold alert is set to be based on space usage, percent of disk space or absolute disk space. * Reports and
graphs the results. Popular Notification Methods: * Email notifier: will email you the results of the check. * PostgreSQL
Notifier: will mail you the results of the check and update the PostgreSQL database. * SSH Port Tester: will mail you the results
of the check, reset the port and test the port. Other Notification Methods: * Lists all drives and specifies which ones are to
monitor. * List mailer services, if running. * List SSL Certificate services, if running. * List

What's New In?

What is ServerMonitor Lite? ServerMonitor Lite is a free monitoring application that allows you to monitor your servers and
other computer systems in your network. You can monitor your servers and other computer systems in your network and the
response times for each one. It can do this automatically, or you can be notified when things go wrong. ServerMonitor Lite is a
product of Monitoring PC Software. ServerMonitor Lite Overview: ServerMonitor Lite is a free tool that can monitor your
servers and help you keep them running smoothly. You can monitor uptime and response times for your server. ServerMonitor
Lite automatically connects and checks your servers and monitors the response time. You can also check the alert level of a
server or other systems. ServerMonitor Lite Features: ✔ Free to download and use. ✔ No registration is required. ✔ You can
monitor up to 30 servers at once. ✔ You can monitor your servers and your email servers at once. ✔ You can set alerts. ✔
Notification emails are sent to you as each new alert is received. ✔ Each server will be checked at least once an hour. ✔
ServerMonitor Lite performs its tasks in the background. ✔ Reports can be generated at any time. ✔ ServerMonitor Lite
supports most Internet Web Servers. ✔ You can monitor Windows Event Logs. ✔ You can monitor any computers you'd like.
✔ You can set up your own custom alert levels. ✔ You can monitor anything that has an internet or network connection. ✔
ServerMonitor Lite is 100% Free! No ads! ✔ You can monitor up to 30 servers at once. ✔ You can monitor any computers
you'd like. ✔ You can set up your own custom alert levels. ✔ You can monitor windows events logs. ✔ You can monitor your
servers. ✔ You can monitor your email servers. ✔ You can monitor any computers you'd like. ✔ ServerMonitor Lite is 100%
Free! No ads! User Reviews: "I love what ServerMonitor Lite is. I'm used to having to pay money just to see and alert me when
something goes wrong but for free I love it. ServerMonitor Lite is just awesome. So good that it's included in the
GetMyAlertsEmail app. I can't go back to worrying about one thing wrong at a time if anything happens." -Zach Pel
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System Requirements For ServerMonitor Lite:

One-time fee: $1.99 More information available here: Features: Simple and addictive game play. Randomly generated dungeon
with varied layouts and creatures. 9 difficulty levels, ranging from Easy to Hell. Over 40 different weapons, magical items, and
spells. Optional game-play features: Unlock most weapons and armor by
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